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#BLACK LIVES MATTER
Will this time be different?
What then shall I teach?
Education makes sense because *people* learn that through learning they can make and remake themselves, because *people* are able to take responsibility for themselves as beings capable of knowing—of knowing that they know and knowing that they don't.

~Freire, Pedagogy of Hope, 2004
Have a vision

“…anyone should be able to attend or work at your institution and feel completely connected to the community and see clear opportunities to thrive and be their best selves.

The community then encourages its members to be leaders in shaping equitable national and global futures”
Learn

housing

education
Strategize

create a plan

find your community but stay humble
Assess/Research questions

• Climate surveys

• Social belonging instruments (e.g. SOBI, CCS)

• Institutional Research Office

• Reflection assignments

• Focus groups
What will you have learned?
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